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UMaine Foundation's investigation criticized
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer
Members of the Maine Peace Action
Committee have charged the University
of Maine Foundation with conducting
a "phony investigation" into divesting its
holdings in South Africa.
"This has been a non-
investigation," said Douglas Allen,
philosophy professor and MPAC
member, during a press conference held
by the MPAC Thursday at the Maples.
Allen, reading from a written state-
ment, said the MPAC is charging the
foundation with "total insensitivity
toward what has been happening daily
in South Africa ... a phony investigation
revealing unethical behavior and social
irresponsibility, intellectual dishonesty
and unbelievable arrogance of power ...
and disgracing the name of the Univer-
sity of Maine by ignoring the wishes of
faculty, students, administrators, the
President of UMO and the (UMaine)
board of trustees and continuing to in-
vest in Nazi-like apartheid."
Allen, along with MPAC members
Marc Goulet and Steve Gray, said the
Foundation had unanimously adopted a
motion by member Charles Carlisle in
MPAC members (left to right) Steve Gray, Marc Goulet and Douglas Allen
criticized the UMaine Foundation Thursday at a press conference.(Valenti photo)
May 1985 to form a committee to in-
vestigate foundation holdings in South
Africa. The committee would report
back its results in September 1985, they
said.
However, they said, the committee,
composed of foundation members Bar-
bara Eames, John Marquis, Maurice
Shea and Torrey Sylvester, never met.
--- "We believe that there has been no
serious assembling of evidence or serious
analysis of different viewpoints," said
Allen, reading from the statement.
Marquis said, "The committee has
met several times, but we have reached
no conclusions as of yet."
He said the committee would schedule
one more meeting before giving a final
recommendation to foundation presi-
dent Christopher Hutchins. That recom-
mendation, he said, is due by the end of
September.
Shea said he knew work was being
done and that "a document was being
put together." He said he was out of
state during a scheduled meeting in
August and had heard of no other
meetings.
(see CONFERENCE page 2)
WABI-TV won battle for UMO football telecasts -
by John Strange
Staff Writer
Long before the first kick-off of the
1985 UMO football season, Maine's TV
and radio stations were scrimmaging to
get the home games broadcasting rights.
Bangor's WABI-TV won the summer's
bidding by default when the Maine
Broadcasting System withdrew its
$25,000 bid, charging that the univer-
sity mishandled the bidding process.
MBS had proposed that it broadcast
nine out of the 12 home games in the
next two years, offering $25,000 for the
exclusive broadcast rights.
MBS would have given UMO football
state-wide coverage on the broadcasting
company's TV stations, Portland's
WCSH-TV and Bangor's WLBZ-TV.
The company made its proposal in
response to a letter written March 8 by
Len Harlow, director of sports
communications.
The letter asked the stations to "con-
sider this letter as an invitation to you
to submit a proposal if you are interested
in carrying live telecasts of this excep-
tional home schedule."
The letter, sent to six Maine TV sta-
tions, also stated that the proposals
should suggest a "rights fee payment"
and "the number of games to be in-
cluded."
WABI also responded to Harlow's let-
ter, offering $1,430 for each home game
it broadcasts.
"What we ended up with was an ap-
ple and an orange," said Thomas
Aceto, vice president for student and ad-
ministrative affairs. "We couldn't very
well compare the two.
"Both proposals were very different.
They were based on different specifica-
tions and assumptions. We just couldn't
compare them on common ground."
Aceto said the university consulted
lawyers, who recommended a legal set of
bid specifications and an official bidding
process. "This is the way this thing
should have been done in the beginn-
ing, "said Aceto. Harlow's letter, he
said, was "outside the normal way of do-
ing things."
Aceto said that Kenneth Allen, vice
president for external affairs, and James
Horan, director of community relations,
met • individually June 26 with the
general managers of WBLZ and WABI,
telling them of each other's original pro-
posals and asking for new bids.
"The rules changed in the middle of
the game," said Margo Cobb, general
manager of WBLZ, noting that last year
the university accepted the original pro-
posal as an official bid.
"There was not a bid last year,"
Harlow said. "We were not aware of all
the technicalities."
Allen said lawyers had told him to
reveal both proposals to the stations.
"They were proposals, not bids. It was
public information," he said.
"The university felt that this was the
--fairest way to address the situation,"
said Harlow. "It was the best way to pre-
vent any favoritism in awarding a
bid."
Bidding opened July 26, but MBS had
withdrawn from the bidding process July
18.
"Time had run out for us," said
Cobb. "We wanted to do it right — for
us and the university."
Cobb said MBS had requested an
answer from the university by July 18.
Bruce McGorril, executive vice presi-
dent of MBS was quoted in the The
Portland Press Herald July 20 as saying,
"They informed all parties of what was
going on and put it out to a bid process
again without even explaining why.
"You don't tell each party what they've
done and then say 'OK, now go back
and do it again:" he said in the article.
"Dr. (UMO President Arthur)
Johnson said that apparently we were
unaware of the difference between a pro-
posal and a bid," said Cobb. "We
plead guilty — as far as it is practiced
by UMO."
WABI bid $17,000 for all the home
games in the next two years. In addition,
they promised UMO $107,087 in free
advertising.
WGME-TV also bid $1,500 for the
right to broadcast three games, using a
"feed" from WABI.
Aceto said that both WABI and
WGME were awarded the bids July 26,
the day the bidding opened.
Football team to be televised
locally the next two seasons
by John Strange
Staff Writer
Saturday's UMO/Howard
University football game was the
first of 12 contests that Bangor's
WABI-TV will broadcast over the
next two years, according to the
terms of a new contract.
George Gonyar, WABI's general
manager said he is "excited" about
his station's broadcast rights.
"We now have the only college
football available in Maine,"
said Gonyat "And Maine's big win
Saturday certainly can't hurt
anything."
WABI, a Commurity Broad-
casting station, paid S17,000 for
the right to broadcast or TV and
radio all home games over a two-
year period.
The new contract, negotiated
over the summer, also provides for
$107,087 worth of free advertising
for UMO and its sports programs.
According to the agreement, the
TV station must air 154 30-second
commercials promoting "ticket
sales for various sporting
events," 154 announcements pro-
moting UMO in general and 168
commercials advertising the foot-
ball telecasts.
Community Broadcasting's two
radio stations, WABI-AM and
WBGW-FM, will also air a total of
462 commercials promoting ticket
sales, UMO in general and all
sports broadcasts.
The commercials began airing
Aug. 12 and will run until Nov. 9.
In addition, the station will air
promotional spots or interviews
during the pre-game and half-time
shows.
Len Harlow, director of sports
communications, said the advertis-
ing agreement will be monitored by
the university.
WABI broadcast five home
games last year, paying $4,500 for
the right. Gonyar said that last
year's telecasts were the first in
almost 20 years, although the radio
stations have broadcast the games
for 37 years.
Also, a Portland TV station will
broadcast three UMO home foot-
(see FOOTBALL page 4)
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OConference
"The issue is being taken very serious-
ly," he said. "I think we're in good
shape."
In reference to the MPAC's charges,
Shea said, "To say that the committee
never met is incorrect at this point."
Goulet said that, it the MPAC rally,
held April 30 in front of the Memorial
Union and then at UMO President Ar-
thur Johnson's house, they had de-
manded that the foundation follow the
recommendations of Johnson and the
BOT and divest its holdings, totalling ap-
proximately $1.5 million, in South
Africa.
"We are now prepared to escalate our
activity," he said. On October 11,
designated as a day of national protest
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(continued from page 1)
against apartheid in South Africa, the
MPAC will conduct a demonstration, a
music festival, and "quite possibly some
form of civir disobedience," he said.
"Our evidence suggests," said Allen,
reading from the statement, "that foun-
dation president Christopher Hutchins
and his right-hand man Thomas Harper
seem to have ignored the foundation's
unanimous vote (to form the committee)
in May and have blatantly subverted any
effort at a comprehensive and fair in-
vestigation."
Allen said that the recommendation
eventually issued will be "a complete
whitcwash, upholding the status quo
allowing the foundation to continue to
profit from racist South Africa."
"We expected tokenism, at least,"
he said. "We expected of the foundation
what I expect from freshmen .in my
undergraduate courses."
Hutchins and Harper were unavailable
for comment at press time.
Classifieds 
Yard Sale-4 Gilbert St.am Sezak"Opposite
Newco Market Friday 9/13 and Saturday 1/14
Two bedroom, mw carpet, swimming pool,
rent $375, sublet, Veazie, call 945-4143
or 581-1247.
FOR SALE: Elan 570's, 190 cm. New
$245, want $140. Heirling Cobra Boots,
men's size 10, $50. Salomon 326 bindings,
$25. Call 866-4195
lassifieds are Si, SO ior •he turn twenty •yonis and
In cents tot each addttional word, ner da%
CALIFORNIA SUN
P0, 004%PM
a new ALCOHOL-FREE
nightclub
OPENS
Friday Sept. 13, 7-12:15 p.m.
with
a live radio broadcast with
with 'Mighty' John Marshall
and 'Tony' Tony Perkins.
SPECIAL: FREE_Admission
to Opening Night (Fri.)
103 PARK STREET
(formerly Time Out)
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Steam pipe repairs near Cutler almost complete
by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer
Underground repairs near the Cutler
Health Center and Gannett Hall will be
completed by the end of next week,
UMO's director of facilkies management
said Thesday.
Thomas Cole said the university is
almost finished repairing "steam control
pits" which supply steam for heating
and hot water in several buildings on
campus.
However, distribution of these services
has not been affected by repairs, Cole
said. He also said barricades were
placed around the pits for students'
protection.
The work was begun two weeks ago
before most students came back to
UMO, said Peter Dufour, superintendent
of grounds and services.
"We try to get as much as we can
finished during the summer while
students are away," Dufour said.
According to James Treadwell, the
buildings served by the pits also include
Barrows Hall, Hilltop Complex, the
Textbook Annex, and Murray Hall.
The concrete surface of each pit is
highly susceptible to erosion when road
salt, used during the winter to melt snow
and ice, penetrates cracks in the asphalt,
Treadwell said.
The work involves replacing eroded
concrete and applying a "rubberized"
protectant called bituthane Bituthane
lasts as long as 2$ years, according to
Robert Kinney of A.R. Kinney and Sons
Contractors of Brewer.
There are a total of 96 steam pits on
campus which are inspected each sum-
mer by a work crew employed by the
steam plant
"A defective steam pit which has
eroded through from the outside is quite
deteriorated by the time it is spotted,"
Dufour said.
At least one or two pits are repaired
each year, said Dufour, who added that
funding for the work is allocated from
the steam line maintenance account.
11-eadwell also said the cost of the
repair work is from $8,000 to $9,000.
Repairs to the steam control pits which supply steam for heating and hot
water in sewral buildings on campus are almost complete.(Rood photo)
Alcohol-free bar in Orono opens Friday
By Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
Since the drinking age was raised to
21, a lot of under-aged students are fin-
ding themselves with nothing to do on
the weekends.
The solution: a bar that will have
everything except the liquor, said the
manager.
James England, manager of the new-
ly established California Sun lounge,
said patrons will be treated just as if they
were in a regular bar. There will be
waitresses, disc jockeys, live bands and
food.
Located on Park Street (formerly the
Time Out), California Sun will open its
doors Friday at 7:30 p.m.
England said, "We're looking at a 16-
to 25-year-old age range. This isn't go-
ing to be a teen center. I just want it to
be a fun place for everybody. And you
can have fun without drinkng six or
eight beers and running the risk of
wrecking your-car."
The name, California Sun, is just what
it implies; it will bring a little bit of the
beach to Orono, Maine. England said
the atmosphere will be based on the
"California dream," complete with a
floor covered entirely with sand and with
a '68 Chevy parked in the corner.
"The front end of the Chevy will be
located in front of a video screen,"
said England. There's room for about 8
to 10 people and you can sit like you're
in the front or back seat of a car, giving
it a drive-in movie effect."
England said he also expects a good
turnout. "You have to figure that a lot
of students now in school have been
through three or four wars of alcohol-
free graduations. A lot of kids under-
stand that you can have a good time
without drinking."
England said he is not worried about
the failure trend of the former
establishments in this location. Six other
businesses have used the building in re-
cent years.
"We're looking at low overhead cost.
When you have liquor your insurance is
incredible, about $8,000 a war. We do
have liability and our kitchen will serve
food only as heavy as pizza," he said.
Opening night attractions include giv-
ing away a weekend trip for two to Los
Angeles, Calif. Upcoming give-aways in-
clude tickets to a Beach Boys concert in
Lake Placid, N.Y.
Several students have said a bar that
does not serve alcohol is a good
alternative.
William McDonough, a freshman pre-
med student said, "It reminds me of the
ORONO ADULT EDUCATION_ _
COURSE OFFERINGS FALL 1985
Monday
Advanced Aerobics (Mon.! Wed.)
Typing II/Office Practices iMon/Wed.)
English 3 in I
Intermediate Conversational French
Quilted Sweater
A Quitter's Christmas
Community Theatre Acting Workshop
Basic Photography
Tutor Training in Basic Reading
(Mon./ Wed.)
Beginning Sign Language
Beginning Calligraphy
Wednesday
Archery: Target & Bow Hunting
Latin for Fun
CPR: Basic Life Support
ORDNO ADULT F.DUCA'T1ON.
I.
Tuesday
GED Preparation (Tues./Thur.)
Beginners Aerobics iTues./Thur.)
Word Processing I (Tues./Thur.)
Pilots Ground School
Practical Japanese for Beginners
Beginning Sewing
Stress And What To Do About It
(1 night seminar)
Advanced Photography
S.T.E.P. (Systematic Training for
Effective Parenting)
Advanced ESL (Tues./Thur.)
Tutor Training in ESL
Typing I (Tues./Thur.)
Thursday
Child Birth Preparation
Dollmaking
Small Business Accounting
Gosdridge Dr., Oren*, ME 04473 — 884-4119
• . . .
•
. . 
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clubs back where I come from in New
Jersey. A lot of people will go because
the pressure of having to drink will be
gone."
"I think it will be a blast, especially
in the winter," said Susan Sampson, a
freshman majoring in sociology. "When
it gets cold and spring fever hits, you can
go and dance in the sand."
England, who is affiliated with Rick
Bronson Productions of Bangor, said he
has been in the entertainment business
for years, working with lighting and
sound equipment for area concerts. He
was also a past member of a local band
called the Mactavish Band.
England said California Sun will be
open Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights and could eventually be open a
fourth night depending on business.
WOMEN'S
SOFTBALL
If You Are Interested - - Join Us!!
Monday, September16
6 p.m.
127 Lengyel Hall
If you can't make the meeting,
please contact Coach Anderson, 108
Lengyel Hall, x4065. Please do so on
or berfore the 16th.
NCAA Division 1 Softball
At Its Best!!
For
Appointments
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Friday the 13th
Are you superstitious?
Photos by Debbie Valenti
Harley Knowles — resident
director-Hancock Hall.
"No I am not superstitious at all,
really. I'm not going to do
anything special just because it's a
superstitious number."
Larry Gallant — non-traditional
student studying violin.
"I have no superstitions, but it
doesn't make sense to walk under
a ladder whether or not you are
superstitious."
Marc Liebowitz — sophomore,
undecided
"No I am not superstitious. I don't
believe in that stuff, but I would
say it is probably not a good idea
to walk under ladders. People who
are superstitious are kind of
foolish."
Robyn Lippoth — senior, business
major.
"No. Friday the 13th has always
been a lucky day for me. I guess
that is superstition, but it's a good
one."
Laurel Poole — freshman, political science major.
"I won't step a foot out of my dorm room and that's all
there is to it.
Football
ball games beginning with the
Sept. 28 Boston University contest.
WGME-TV will also televise the
Oct 12 game against the Univer-
sity or Richmond and the Nov. 9
University of New Hampshire
game.'
(continued from page 1)
WGME is paying the university
$1,500 for the games, the firs; to
be broadcast in the Portland area
since the UMaine Black Bears
played East Carolina State Univer-
sity in the Tangerine Bowl in
Orlando, Fla. in 1965.
6$°e11-tt
Dial
947-5677
499 Hammond Street • Bangor, Maine • Telephone-947,5677
(Rehind Radon Crtv - - In Front of John's Electric;
SUNRICH STUDIO'
RAWO
CITY BAP
bring copy of ad and get
PM of first session. expires
10-4-85.
I FAtRAIIC)uNI_RLSIALLRAN
single session
$5.00 per session
N,SMN
ORi
hours
6:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Saturday on request
package deal
8 sessions for $35.00
Keep That Tan By Subscribing To Maintenance Sessions
One Or Thvo Every Week:
5 sessions-$20.00
10 sessions-$40.00
20 sessions-$60.00
r-AIM HIGH
"WHAT DO I DO
AFTER COLLEGE?"
That s a question rvany college students are asking. They
also want to know how to use their degree best after college
One way to make the most of your education is to become
an Air Force officer through Air Force ROTC. As an Air Force
-eflfeer -ifou'44 -have prestige. respenSte .-aft. ofteCtuated-- •
opportunity to lead, manage and be successful.
Air Force ROTC could be the gateway to a great way of life
for you Find out about our scholarship programs which pay
you $100 per academic month. plus tuition, books. lab and
other fees Aim High with Air Force ROTC. You'll have a
challenging and rewarding future waiting for you after
graduation ROTC, CONTACT: CAPTAIN SUAREZ
581-1381
\No. SENIORS FOR OTS: MSGT KAST (603) 
\ 
868-72
CE
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ROTC
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World/U.S. News
South Africa proposes repeal of 'pass laws'
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP) — A government panel on Thurs-
day proposed the repeal of the hated
"pass laws" that keep South Africa's
blacks out of white areas — the second
major retreat from the apartheid system
announced in two days.
Even whites who oppose the govern-
ment hailed the step.
"This is the beginning of the end of
apartheid," said Sheena Duncan,
president of the Black Sash women's
movement, which opposes the nation's
system of racial segregation. "I really do
think it means something. They are not
playing around with words this time."
Helen Suzman, an anti-apartheid
member of Parliament, said, "This is
probably the most important step for-
ward in 30 years."
A primary effect will be that families
now restricted to their tribal homelands
could join the men working in the cities,
preventing the breakup of families.
Government policy allows the coun-
try's 5 million whites to settle almost
Soviet spymaster defects
in London, implicates 25
LONDON (AP) — The government
announced Thursday that the Soviet
spymaster for Britain has defected and
has indentified 25 espionage agents who
are being expelled from the country.
The Fortign Office said Oleg A. Gor-
dievski, 46, had recently been appointed
head of the Soviet KGB office in Lon-
don but defected because he "wished to
become a citizen of a democratic coun-
try and live in a free society." He was
granted asylum in Britain.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the foreign
secretary, called the defection a
"substantial coup," for the British
security services. Erik Ninn-Hansen,
Denmark's justice minister, indicated
that Gordievski had been a double agent
for the West since the 1970's, when he
served with the soviet Embassy in
Copenhagen.
Ninn-Hansen, speaking on Danish
television, said Gordievslci "supplied
police intelligence with much informa-
tion, also on conversations he con-
ducted, and he was an extremely impor-
tant source of information of
significance to our security."
Howe, asked what damage Britain had
suffered from the 25 alleged spies,
replied, "It's clearly serious. They were
engaging in intelligence activities of a
kind and on a scale that was unaccep-
table, and this action — the mass expul-
sion — is therefore necessary for the
defense of national security."
Alexey Nikiforov, a spokesman for the
Soviet Embassy, said the British action
was "without foundation whatsoever."
He said the expulsions contradict Bri-
tain's expressed desire to develop better
relations with Moscow.
If you know of something that
would make a good story, call us
at the Daily Maine Campus at
581-1270.
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Start your semester off with a splash
Rent a Spa in a private room
MASON HILL HOT TUBS
778 State Street
(at the corner of Hogan Road)
Bangor, Me.
$3 Off With This Coupon
one discount per group on hourly rentals
945-5466 expires 9-27-85
SUMMER HOURS
Tues-Thurs 6 p.m. to Midnight
Fri & Sat Noon to 3 a.m.
Sunday Noon to Midnight
[E
anywhere while its 24 million blacks
need permits, or passes, to live near
white areas and hold jobs there.
Between 200,000 and 300,000 blacks
a year are arrested for violations of the
pass laws and sent back to the tribal
homelands, usually for trying to work in
cities illegally.
A committee of the President's Coun-
cil, an advisory panel to President P.W.
Botha, on Thursday announced a report
that said pass laws — technically called
"influx control" — do not work and cost
too much to maintain.
It also said the laws are
"discriminatory" against blacks and
"conflict with basic human rights."
The plan calls for replacing pass laws
with what the council said would be
"orderly urbanization."
Details were sketchy, but the report
said more money should be spent
developing black townships and
allowances should be made for "infor-
mal" communities — black squatter
camps.
/vfore than I% people %ere injured
hen art express train carrying hun-
reds of migrant workers to France
ed head-on Wednesday evening
*th a local train near this town in the
ountains of central Portugal. Both
f the diesel-powered trains were
veling at more than 60 mph, of-
icials said.
The crushed coaches derailed, rot'
n train disas er
ed down a 33-foot embankm
burst into flames that sprea
adjoining pine forest.
workmen -needed hea
glov'es to handle metal equip
Fire department officials
others at the site said in the conf
of the first few hours following t
crash — when, no one knew how
many people were on the two trains:-
- that they feared as many as 300
people might have been kil
Discount
Beverages
7 Oak St., Orono - 866-7711
T.G.I.F.
BEER SPECIALS
Bud & Bud Light
bar bottles
Bud & Bud Light
12 oz. 6 packs
Busch
12 packs
Coors & Coors Light
12 packs
Olympia
12 oz. 6 packs/bottles-cans
$10.75
plus tax & dep.
$3.09
plus tax & dep.
$4.59
plus tax & dep.
$5.79
plus tax & dep.
$2.29
plus tax & dep.
VCR and Tape Rentals
Sunday - Thursday
VCR & 2 movies - $10.00/night
Friday & Saturday night
$9.99 VCR & $2.50/tape
3 or more tapes $2.00 each
ot. •
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Editorial
Southpa
At an institution of higher lea/fling, onewould expect also an attitude of higher enlightenment.
Unfortunately, that is not always the case.
It is such a simple matter, really. The majority
of the population writes with one hand, some of
the population writes with the' other hand, and a
few people can write with bpith hands, sometimes
even at the same time. Sinoe the Victorian era,
when public education was given its initial push,
children were taught to write one way. With their
right hands. It was implied that the other hand,
then, was somehow wrong.
Educators held onto this belief well into this cen-
tury. It was not until quite recently, historically
speaking, that children were allowed to write with
their other, or left hands.
Not historically speaking, children who show a
preference for using their left hands have been en-
couraged for, long enough that the public should
no longer vyew this natural inclination with
anything but acceptance. On this campus it is
possible t., hear from a variety of interest groups
on a variety of issues. It is time the southpaw con-
tingent had its say.
The biggest offender against the rights of lefties
is the chair desk. They are portable. They are rear- .
rangable. They meet the needs of unexpectedly _
large classes. What they are not, is comfortable. It '
is amazing that lefties are not immediately
recognizable by a posture that is hunched and
Doug Ireland
From the top
rights
J
twisted to the right from using the inadequate
writing space that is too far over to the right.
Another biggie are technical drawing classes that
demand the use of lettering guides that give neat,
precise pen lettering. These wonderful contraptions
may be used with the greatest of ease by all except
the lefthanded letterers. The guides must be used
upside down and backwards, so letters may, in
fact, be neat and not smudged.
The list could go on for pages and pages, but
the focus should remain at a local level. On this
campus there is a woeful lack of left-handed
seating in classrooms and auditoriums. There has
been what may be called a token effort in the
newer buildings to provide desks for left-handed
people. But it is not enough.
There are indeed, left-handed desks to be had in
some places. They are not available in all
classrooms yet, however. Little Hall has no left-
handed desks in the first floor classrooms. Deering
Hall has no left-handed chair desks. Stevens Hall
has no left-handed chair desks. The upstairs
classrooms in Neville Hall have no left-handed
chair desks. --- -
It is not hard to request that left-handed chair
desks be placed in classrooms. Try it' It would not
take a long time to convert some stationary right-
handed desks to left-handed desks. Suggest it.
Stand•Up (or sit down) for what is right (or left).
(4 •-
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I guess you could call me the new kid
on the block. And no, I'm not Irish. It's
the beginning of another semester and
four more months of stress and anxiety.
But that's the academic life. It reminds
me of a popular saying I once read off
a bathroom wall: "Life's a bitch, then
you die."
So lets take it from the top.
This is a crud world we live in. It
seems most people at UMO are absorb-
ed into their own isolated world,
oblivious to what really goes on around
them.
Many people I know spent the sum-
mer months struggling to earn moner_j
for tutition and squandering their pay on
beer. As many UMO students slaved to
earn a decent wage doing menial labor
or working in offices, I struggled to
maintain my sanity and composure as a
reporter for a small metropolitian daily
newspaper.
Coming from a middle-class family, I,
like most other college students had
never come in contact with poverty un-
til forced to cover the news in city slums,
courts and rural communities in my
native Vermont. Sure, many people say,
I know what poverty is. Haven't I busted
my butt all summer to earn money for
school? Haven't I had to sacrifice much
of my beer money buying a $32.95 SOC
101 book?
Isn't life tough.
I was amazed to discover this summer
how many people must struggle to sur-
vive. I reported on the crime and pover-
ty which most people only hear about
on the 6 o'clock news or read in the mor-
ning paper. Most of the time when we
pick up the newspaper or turn on the
television we often do not pay attention
to much of the news because there is
rarely a "happy ending." Too many
people think it is easier to toss away news
sections which describe accidents,
natural disasters and bombings, and to
pick up the sports pages.
And too many people turn the chan-
nel when the news comes on, just so they
can watch "Family Feud", or 25 year-old
reruns of "Leave It To Beaver." I'm
sorry to say, but the days of the "happy
news pages" are over and the habit of
ignoring other news must end. By
neglecting to learn about those unhap-
py news events we friends tell us about,
we are doing ourselves and others a terri-
ble injustice.
By being less informed, we fail to pay
attention to the "real" cruel world
around us.
We often turn our heads away when
we hear about poor starving refugees,
elderly people struggling to survive on
social security and other people getting
screwed by the system. Unfortunately,
many people take the attitude that "If
It isn't my problem, why should I worry
about it?"
Well, that's where they are wrong. If
the highly educated are not willing to
learn about injustice and fight it, no one
else will.
Doug Ireland is a senior journalism
major from South Burlington, Vt.
-
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Response
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 49) words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel
Take adult path
To the editor:
This is in response to the
editorial by Rick Lawes in the
Sept. 11 issue of The Daily
Maine Campus.
Mr. Lawes:
Equating this university with
high school because of a per-
cieved lack of "excitement" due
to what is, in your opinion, an
unacceptably low level of drink-
ing is ludicrous.
You imply that college should
be a place where students can
do what they please without the
bother of having someone re-
mind them of state law, social
responsibility and other ir-
ritating details.
The point is, not only is the
difference between high school
and college much more complex
than having unlimited partying,
but that as college we shouldn't
have to be reminded of state law
and social responsibility. We
should already be aware of it.
The implications inherent in
your reference to Frosty the
Snowman and Kris Kringle in-
clude: 1) the only thing
separating children and adults
is that adults amuse themselves
with alcohol while children are
content with cartoons; 2)
students are being treated as
children by the University. Both
of these are fallacy.
First, there are at least 500
things to do on campus besides
get drunk. Even if only 50 of
these are "fun" and "exciting",
that leaves 250 entertainment
choices. To compare UMO to
"The Land of No Toys" because
of the presence or absence of
one toy (alcohol) is simplistic
and narrow minded.
Second, adults in any society
are subject to the laws of that
society. Adults are also expected
to take responsibility for their
actions if they choose to ignore
a law. As a fifth-year senior, Mr.
Lawes, you should be adult
enough not to resent the
University and its staff for
upholding and enforcing state
law.
Liz Chipman
Hannibal Hamlin Hall
Nightly parking fees
To the editor:
UMO is a great place to be,
provided you take a shuttle bus
or have your parents drop you
off. Stranded at the campus
destined to live out a life of
boredom on the confines of this
institution. No? All right, you
could have a car, provided you
are willing to walk a quarter
mile and fight the cold, the
snow and the rapists to get to a
dorm on the other side of cam-
pus. Of course the only other
logical choice is to do what the
majority of us at the Stodder
Complex are doing - collecting
parking tickets.
For the sum of five dollars
a night you can park close to
your dorm, unless everyone else
is determined to do the same.
The number of parking spaces
in the Stodder area is embarass-
ing. The number of cars far ex-
eeds the number of legal spaces.
Even the "make your own" or
the faculty spaces are no longer
available. I have been ticketed
along with the other five cars
next to me for making a new
parking row on the "turf." I
have also been ticketed for
parking in the faculty zone.
I am sure the logical way of
Unqualified speaker
To the editor:
On September 12, a lecture
sponsored by the "Young
Americans for Freedom" was
given by Bruce McCarthy on
taxes, banking and money. His
only "formal" education in
these fields include running a
restauramt and flying a plane.
Pertinent education indeed with
which to discuss fiscal policy.
The main thrust of his argu-
ment centered around his own
uninformed assessment of the
American governmental and
banking systems. His main
obective seemed to be to play
upon peoples' frustration and
ignorance by delibberate mis-
quotation and exaggeration.
As the song says, "freedom
from choice is what you
want... ", and this is what he
offers, a simple, pat explanation
which includes somebody to
blame.
Freedom implies the respon-
sibility to educate yourself
about curent issues and it seems
ironic that a group that calls
itself the "Young Americans for
Freedom" would invite such a
speaker to a ptace of high
learning.
Douglas Morrill
Oki Town
dealing with this problem is tak-
ing away a little bit of scenery
and creating a lot more spaces,
but that is prob bly out of the
question. M be the UMO
ticketers co d be a bit more
considerate about parking in
this highly congested area. If
nobody is blocked in by a
"make your own" parking
space, then what is the pro-
blem? Unless of course the
University is trying to pad its
wallet through nightly parking
fees. How about a brake (sic),
tuition is high enough.
Chris Quartucci
Penobscot Hall
Commentary
Legislature pulled rug out from
A year ago, Arthur M. Johnson, Presidentof this University, was talking about hismany faceted program to raise the stature
of this school. He was a man possessed: having
breakfast with the professors, lunch with the alum-
ni and dinner in the commons with the students. He
wanted to expand and improve the academic pro-
grams here at UMO. He talked of gaining national
prominence in several research fields. He wanted to
get us better equipment, facilities and professors.
He wished to improve the public's attitude towards
UMO. The list goes on and on. I remember asking
him at that time how long he wuld stay here at
UMO. A.J. simply said he would remain here as long
as he felt he wa making a difference in attaining the
previously mentioned goals.
It seems he thinks that time has come. The
Bangor Daily News reported last week that Arthur
M. Johnson was retiring in August of 1986. Why?
Granted, A.J. is no spring chicken,(he graduated
from Harvard in 1944), but he will have been Presi-
dent for two and a half years come August of 1986.
No, the answer lies in Augusta with the Maine State
Legislature.
You see, programs, research equipment, etc. all
take money. Alot of money. Sure, last November
A.J. led the drive for the bond issue to provide new
facilities, like the addition to Jenness Hall. Again,
_
in February, he got an increase in the operating
budget for UMO and the whole system. Great.
But, the real action came during May term. An
additional funding request, called part two of the
bi-ennium came up before the legislature. This was
a 22 million dollar bill which would have provided
money for new and improved programs, updated
computer equipment, and new lab equipment for
research, etc.. money sorely needed tp push UMO
up another notch academically. Did A.J. have
Governor Joe Brennan on his side? No, good ole'
Joe was away supporting UMLA— University of
Maine at Lewiston—Auburn. Our legislators were
presented with reports containing evidence of old
and dilapidated equipment in every department at
UMO. Lab equipment so old that when it broke
down, it could not be fixed because parts were no
longer made for it. Chancellor McCarthy and
various students also presented the reports along
with A.J.
Instead of examining th reports, our legislators
began asking A.J. about the use of the money in
his discretionary fund. No explanation needed, just
a small fund he deemed necessary.
Angry, they didn't like throwing parties for alumni
with state money. Personally, I see nothing unethical
about spending a few thousand bucks a year on mar-
tini's and horsd'oeuvres for some rich alumni in the
Stephen Cosgrove
under Johnson
hopes that they might donate some money now, or
leave a few hundred thousand to UMO when they
die.
We are dealing with a 22 followd by six zeros and
the politicians nitpicked owr a three followed by
three zeros. Where were they when lottery director
Skip Carey and his staff were wrongly billing the
state for golf, cocktails and spouses' hotel rooms
at the Samoset Resort during a convention? (On the
other hand though, Byron Skinner, former UMaine
at Augusta President did use some of his discre-
tionary fund money for a basketball hoop at his
home, but he did pay it all back.)
Anyway, the bill was voted down, not on its
merits, but on the idea that the money would have
gone to waste. One legislator said that he could not
vote for the bill because he was not sure it would
be spent properly. Now we have to wait
years to try again because the education budget runs
in a two year cycle.
Maybe the whole episode took the wind out of
A.T.s sails and he decided rather than to go through
that circus again, he would just retire. Also, it might
be that he doesn't feel he can move ahead without
the 22 million. Maybe what I have written is not
the real reason, but one fact is certain: Arthur
Johnson will be hi, .ory in eleven months and
we will all feel the loss.
low in scattered sections of the nation
and some health officials say un
founded fears of contracting AIDS may
beleeping potential donors from giving
blood.
"AIDS has just been in the public eye
so much lately, you can't help but 'feel
that plays a part in the shortage," said
Dr. Adelisa Panlilio, acting director of
blood services at the Red Cross chapter
in Nashville, Tenn., where the inventory
was 670 pints Wednesday„ down from
the 2,000 to 2,500 pints.
Some cases of acquired immune defi-
ciency syndrome have been linked to
receiving transfusions of contaminated
blood.
Kai0_0_EE 0.Ergaig,
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Poll shows 25 percent of
teachers to quit in 5 years
NEW YORK (AP) — A majority of
teachers feel their views aren't being
sought in shaping education reforms
sweeping the country, and more than one
in four say they are likely to quit the
classroom within five years, according to
a poll released Thursday.
Teachers are as opposed as ever to
merit pay, according to the latest survey.
And most are also leery of allowing
school districts to hire non-certified per-
sons as teachers — a growing practice in
New York City, Los Angeles, New .;ersey
and elsewhere.
Low salaries and poor working con-
ditions were cited by nearly two-thirds
of the 27 percent of teachers who said
that they were "very likely" or
"somewhat likely" to leave the profes-
sion in five years.
More than half of all teachers
surveyed said they had seriously con-
sidered leaving the profession for some
other occupation. But those who have
stayed on said they did so mainly
because of their love of teaching.
The telephone survey of 1,847 public
school teachers conducted between April
and June found that 36 percent say they
experience "great stress" on the job,
compared with only 27 percent of all
American adults who say they feel that
way.
"Teachers are telling the American
public that education is headed for deep
trouble unless teaching is treated as a
true profession," said Mary Hatwood
Futrell, president of the National Educa-
tion Association.
Fear of AIDS marks
decrease in blood donors
(AP) — Blood supplies are critically But "you cannot contract AIDS by
giving blood," said Dr. William C.
Sherwood, director of Red Cross Blood
Services in Philadelphia. "Giving blood
is an extremely safe and easy pro-
cedure."
It is routine practice in the United
States for blood to be extracted from
donors with sterilized needles that are
used only once and thrown away.
Health officials in some regions
blamed shortages on the annual summer
slump in donations and on increased de-
mand. "Traditionally, this time of year
across the system we see shortages,"
said Gene Jeffers, manager of press rela-
tions for the American Red Cross in
Washington, D.C.
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SOME COLLEGE COURSES
ARE MORE EXCITING
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Czech
soldier defects
MUNICH, West Germany (AP)
A 21-year-old Czechoslovakian
er left his wood-clearing detail
fled -across the border into
varia on Thursday, police said.
The solder was not armed, said
police statement. As is
tomary, police did not identify
e man.
.The soldier was workin& in a
no man's land" on the western
• de of the fence at the border bet-
een West Germany and
Czechoslovakia, police said.
Czechoslovakian soldiers
• utinely clear the area to keep the
ne of sight open.
-IOWA gives draft
resistors money
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — A
niversity of Iowa student govern-
ent group has allocated $7,500
•r students who are denied federal
ancial aid because they refuse to
ster for the draft.
Collegiate Associations Council
ted 9-7 at a meeting earlier this
k to create the fund from man-
tory student fees. The fund re-
ires approval from Philip Hub-
d, vice president for student
ices.
"I'm sure there will be a knee-
rk reaction from people who say
you don't register, you shouldn't
funded," said Mike Reck, a
'
t
n space ftw such jobs
munications, weather
navigation, spy phot
monitoring of nuclear
to provide early warnin
attacks.
The Pentagon has s
command will be res
ly for operational space
and that all space research
will remain with the Strat
Defense Initiative Organizatio
the office that oversees Presi
Reagan's "Star Wars" mi
defense effort.
Newest space
shuttle passes t
CAPE CANAVERAL,
(AP) — Atlantis, the newest s
shuttle, roared and blasted fl
for 22 seconds on the launch
Thursday in a successful test of it
rocket engines that cleared the wa
for its maiden flight with a secre
militan) cargo Oct. 3.
The engine firing was to verif
all systems of the fourth shutt
NASA's fleet before its debut •
a crew of five military office
Engineers immediately began ex
amining test results.
"Overall assessment of to
flight readiness Tiring ... was a s
cess, " NASA said in a statemen
four hours after the firing
reported only minor problems
an auxiliary power unit, a fuel
and a fuel sensor and a small lea
in a fuel line.
Atlantis' first mission will be th
second dedicated Pentagon fligh
in 21 shuttle missions. As on th
first military flii last
officials have
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WEEKEND BRUNCH
Saturday & Sunday
9 a.m. through the afternoon
Featuring:
Omelets, Eggs, Crepes, and Pancakes
Bloody Mary Special
$1.50
with your brunch
customer must present this coupon - good Sept. 14-15, 1985
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Bob Wilder I
against Howarc
Wild
by Jon Rununle
Staff Writer
The hit UN
Wilder took l
Howard Univers
little more bothe
ly expected.
•
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Sports
Bob Wilder launches one of his 17 completions in last weekend's game
against Howard. Wilder had 200 yards and 2 touchdowns. (McMahon photo)
Football team wants
to crush XIC's Wing-T
by Jon Rununler
Staff Writer
The Wing-T offense will be making its
1985 debut when the UMO Football
team lines up against American Inter-
national College Saturday at 1 p.m. in
a home contest at Alumni Field.
No, UMO head coach Buddy Teevens
isn't scrapping the Multiple-I offense,
which overwhelmed Howard University
last Saturday in the 35-12 opener, for
former UMO coach Ron Rogerson's set.
This time around it will the Black Bears'
defense that has to contend with the
ghost of season's past.
UMO will be trying to subdue the
AIC Jellow Jackets' Wing-T assuait that
crushed the No. 1 Division III school in
New England, Plymouth State Univer-
sity, 31-0 in their opening game last
weekend.
And according to linebacker Steve
Root, they'll be no letting down for the
smaller school. In fact the team has a lit-
tle extra incentive.
"We want to show that we can shut
out a Wing-T team," Root said Thurs-
day before practice. "Vit want to prove
the Wing-T isn't better than the Multiple-/. ft
In AIC's game against Plymouth St.,
the Yellow Jackets were as effective from
the air as they were on the ground.
(see FOOTBALL page 11)
Wilder questionable for Saturday's game
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The hit UMO quarterback--Bob-
Wilder took last weekend against
Howard University might prove to be a
little more bothersome than was °final-
- ly expected.
There's a chance that the field general
behind Maine's Multiple-I offense, who
passed for 200 yards and two TDs last
weekend, might not be starting against
American International College this
Saturday.
Wilder sustained a hit from Howard
linebacker George Gardener in the Black
Bears 35-12 opening victory. After the
RUSH - RUSH - RUSH - RUSH
SORORITY
- RUSH
GET INVOLVED!! GO GREEK!!
Regisrtation: September 9 -13
2nd Floor of the Union
Come Find Out What Sorority
Life Is All About!!!
RUSH - RUSH - RUSH - RUSH
game it was diagnosed as slight shoulder
separation, but a recent look proved it
to be a shoulder-pointer.
UMO offensive coordinator Tim
Murphy said the decision is up in the air
right now. "We might not use him as a
precautionary measure," Murphy said.
"But we're not taking this team lightly
by any means."
Wilder, his non-throwing left shoulder
packed in ice, said Thursday that he's op-
timistic about his chances of playing.
And if he does, he'll be wearing a special
set of shoulder pads and a Fiberglas cast
for added protection.
"The decision won't be made until
Saturday," Wilder said. "But with the
new equipment, I feel ready to go."
Hence back-up QB Paul Woodstock,
a red-shirted freshman, has been put in-
to action with the first team during prac-
tice. According to Murphy and Wilder,
Woodstock would be a solid replacement
if needed.
Wco
Good Luck UMO Football
"This would ne woodstock's first col-
lege start," Wilder said. "He got some
good time last Saturday." Wilder said
referring to Woodstock's final quarter
stint in the Howard game. "He can do
the job. "
Woodstock was the sixth string QB
last season. This year he finds himself
in the second spot with the Multiple I.
The Wing T, used by Ron Rogerson's
ball clubs the past three seasons didn't
mix with Woodstock's style
"This is just a perfect opportunity for
me," the 6-foot, 175-pound
Woodstock said. "It's the chance to
prove I can play and back up Bobby.
"I've been nervous since Monday.
Now I have to put nerves aside and just
start thinking of the game. I guess
everybody get's a little nervous, at least
that's what Bobby told me."
SPECIAL
carnations
5O
hkZ aciptibc,fkrist
46 Main Street Orono, Maine 04473
866-2100
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Soccer team plays host to Rhode Island Rams
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team will attempt to
up its season record to 2-1 this Saturday
when the Black Bears play host to the
University of Rhode Island at 10:00 a.m.
behind the Memorial Gym.
Maine is coming off a weekend split.
They defeated Lock Haven University
but lost to New York Technical Institute.
Although the Black Bears were unable
to win both games, Coach Jim Dyer was
extremely pleased with his team's perfor-
mance. "I felt that of all the teams in last
weekend's tournament, we worked the
hardest. "
Were it not for key injuries to for-
ward's Jay Hedlund and Ben Spike,
along with midfielder John Tierney,
UMO might have defeated the top 20
ranked Division II N.Y. Tech squad.
Dyer thinks this weekend's match will
be different, though. When asked about
the status of the three players, Dyer said
he was "cautiously optimistic" that the
three would be able to play in Saturday's
contest.
Injuries will also be a factor for Rhode
Island. The Rams, 2-1 on the season, will
be without the services of key midfielder
AquilaIdo Elmeida who was hurt last
weekend. Making up for the loss of
Elmeida will be Bill Harrison and John
Lopes, each of whom have played good-
solid soccer and have given URI a base
to build upon.
Another aspect of the URI soccer
team that can not be overlooked is
Coach Geza Henni. Henni is beginning
his 17th season at the helm of URI.
Prior to that he coached the Houston
Stars of the Major Indoor Soccer League
(MISL), the 1967 Panama World Cup
Team and the 1965 United States World
Cup Team.
Henni said that his goals for Satur-
day's game were quite basic, "I would
like a smart game...lots of short passes,
hopefully some finesse and a solid
defense."
Dyer will attempt to offset the URI
game plan by emphasizing both
organization and hard work. His main
goal will be to get the Black Bears to
"play up to our potential as both in-
dividuals and a group," Dyer said that
if his squad can play up to their poten-
tial and employ sound, organized soc-
cer throughout the season, the wins will
come naturally.
Following the game Saturday the
Black Bears will host Boston College on
Tuesday and The University of Southern
Maine on Friday.
Field hockey home today, to Conn. tomorrow
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The UMO field hockey team travels to
the University of Connecticut for the
Husky Classic this weekend. UMO plays
the host team in the first round Satur-
day at 1 p.m. The other match-up is bet-
ween Michigan State and the University
of Rhode Island. The winners play for
the championship Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
The Black Bears, 0-1, have a warm-up
game for the Classic as they host the
University of Maine at Presque Isle Fri-
day at 1 p.m. UMPI lost to Acadia
University last weekend 3-0. UMO
defeated Acadia 3-0 in a scrimmage here
Sunday.
"I think (the UMPI game) is a good
tuneup for the weekend games at
UConn," Black Bear coach Jeri
Waterhouse said. "We'll be looking to
get our confidence back and get things
running smoothly."
Co-captain Michelle Fowler said the
Black Bears are not taking UMPI for
granted, however.
"We're real excited about going out
there and doing some scoring," she
said.
It is the UConn team, though, that
has the Black Bears all revved up.
"We've never had the chance to play
good Division I teams before," Fowler
said. "We're real excited about (the tour-
nament). We want to go and show them
what Maine has."
UConn, 2-0 and No. 8 in the
preseason poll, has outscored its op-
ponents 11-2, but Waterhouse "thinks of
Connecticut as a defensive team."
"They do have some solid returning
backs," she said, "but the cage is
untested."
The Huskies, who won the national
championship in 1981, lost four All-
Americans from last season's third-place
team, including goalie Tern Kix. Kix
returned to the team this fall as an assis-
tant coach.
Waterhouse said she is anxious to see
how far her team has progressed since
last weekend's 7-0 loss to No. 3 ranked
University of New Hampshire.
"We're healthier now," Waterhouse
said. "We've made some adjustments,
creating special opportunities for scor-
ing."
Some of those adjustments she said
were on free hits and defending against
corner shots. UNH scored three times
from the corner.
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Entertainment for
September
F 1244: Cry Baby
1546: Just the Facts
17-19: TRX
20-21: Glyder
 2223 lftnmy Midnight
and the Chairs
24-25: SoundTrac
26-27: Secret Service
29-30: The Dogs
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Weekly Drink
Specials
Sun. & Mon.: 50' drafts
Tues.: Ladies Night '-
Ladies pay no cover
Ladies get happy hour prices
Wed.: Happy Hour prices'
all night
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Fri. & Sat.: Bud Night
$1.25 bottled Bud
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Sports quickies
UMO's freshman Kars Larson best
Jen Tewes in three sets. (Dane photo)
omen's tennis loses
The UMO women's tennis team
played the Polar Bears of Bowdoin
College tough but fell to the two-
year defending state champions 7-2
Thursday afternoon on the courts
behind the Memorial Gym.
Tammy Fitch, the No. 4 player,
and Kara Larson, No. 6, were the
two single winners for the Black
Bears. The two freshmen's matches
lasted three sets. Fitch and Larson
defeated Mary Cocoran and Jen-
nifer "lbws by identical 3-6, 6-4, 6-4,
scores.
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In the other single matches, Lin-
say Whipple defeated UMO's No.
1 Ann Martinson, Ann Penner
defeated UMO's Cindy Sprague,
Ann Weinstock defeated UMO's
Ann Winship, and Lynn Bottger
defeated UMO's Kathy Kirschner.
Bowdoin took the three doubles
matches in straight sets.
Fall means baseball
The UMO baseball team goes
South this weekend to open its fall
campaign in the St. Joseph's Col-
lege Tournament in Portland.
The two-day tourney starts
Saturday with UMO facing the
University of Connecticut, Holy
Cross University and St. Joe's. On
Sunday the team with the best
record goes against Na 4 and No.
2 plays No. 3. The winners of each
will meet in the final.
UMO coach John Winkin said
he•will rotate the lineup. He figures
to use the tandems of Jeff Plymp-
ton and Mike Ballou, Steve
Loubier and Derek Ararnburu,
freshman Rick Snyder and George
Goldman for Saturday's contests.
Freshman John Lano and Dale
Plummer, and freshman Mark
White and Mike LeBlanc get the
nod on Sunday.
Tennis starts for men Women's X-C travel
The men's tennis team opens its
informal fall campaign on the road
with matches scheduled against St.
Michael's College Friday and the
University of Vermont on Satur-
day. The Black Bears have lost four
players from last season's club but
return Jeff Courtney of Bangor,
who will play No. I in singles. The
No. 2 singles player is Jim Cotton
from Presque Isle.
Vermont will probably be the
toughest opponent on the Black
Bear schedule this season as the
Catamounts won the New England
title last year.
Golf team wants win
The UMO golf team will be try-
ing to capture the Bowdoin Invita-
tional after second place showings
the past three years. The tourney
is set for Friday afternoon at the
Brunswick Country Club.
Last year's winner St. Anselm's
College is the defending champion
and has entered this year. The
Maine team, which is 4-7-1, in-
cludes John Hickson, Bill Ilan-
bull, Chip Rainco, Eric Sandman
and Galen Perry. Scott Storgaard
could be going in replace of one of
the other five.
The women's cross country team
travels to the Bowdoin Invitational
at the University of Soinhern
Maine Saturday for a meet a 12
p.m.
The Black Bears are the defen-
ding champions of the event that
is usually held at Bowdoin. This
year Bowdoin doesn't have a home
course.
UMO's top runners include
Rose Prest, Kathy Racy and Helen
Dawe. U MO is favored to retain its
title.
Men's X-C home
The UMO cross country team
will entertain Bowdoin Bowdoin
College on the UMO 5.6 mile
course Friday at 4 p.m.
Last year Maine defeated the
Polar Bears 16-47 at UMO.
Brian Warren and Matt Dunlap
are the returning veterans that will
pace the Black Bears.
Corrections
On Thursday it was incorrectly
written that the UMO women's
tennis team lost to Bates College
twice last year. Actually they
defeated Bates 5-4 and 7-2. It was
a reporting error.
• Football (continued from page 9)
Quarterback Terry Walles, a senior, hit
on 16-of-31 passes for 218 yards and four
touchdowns. Halfback Mark Daley was
the top ground gainer with 51 of the
team's 190 rushing yards.
Without the luxury of seeing the films
from the AIC game, UMO is again go-
ing into the game blind.
"It's not a situation you want to be
in," Murphy said. "We're not going to
alter our play from last week very much.
At this point of the season we're not go-
ing to let it all hang out. 1 think there's
aspects of the game we haven't used on
either side of the ball."
The Yellow Jackets defense didn't give
up any passing yards in their opener.
They only allowed five first downs and
68 rushing yards. Linebacker Scott
Josephson led the Yellow Jackets with 10
tackles and a fumble recovery. AIC also
shut down All-American back Joe
Dudek to just 42 yards on 14 carries.
Murphy said the Black Bears offense
will go with the same set as last week.
The only difference will be a couple of
new plays to shake things up a bit.
"We plan to go with a 50-511mn-pass. 
or should I say pass-run offense,"
Murphy said. "We'll be looking to mix
things up with our running game."
Last week freshman Doug Dorsey
emerged as a tailback to be reckoned
with. Dorsey scampered for 120 well-
earned yards and three touchdowns in
his first game as a Black Bear.
Sergio Hebra and Chris Gsell were QB
Bob Wilder's major targets in the opener
as each scored a TD. Hebra collected
four for 69 yards and Gsell snagged five
for 71. Dorsey also had five receptions
for 32 yards.
In addition to Wilder's questionable
status, the Black Bears have a few others
hampered by injury or sickness.
Linebacker Mark Coutts, capt., won't
be playing because of an undetermined
illness. Defensive tackles Ray Paquette
and Duane Ellis won't be playing. Pa-
quette has a leg injury and Ellis a knee
problem.
Dan Gordon, split end (hip), and Troy
Conquest, offensive guard, are both
questionable. Jim Fox, tailback with an
ankle injury, is also questionable.
ON CAMPUS WORSHIP
Sun 11 am , Lown Rm Memorial Union
Celebrating New Life
me Mauls Chi Lslian Ac.
an interfaith COmmunity
Torn Chittook Chaplain
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• ATTENTION UMO STUDENTS!
V 5 bedroom condo apartments for $190/month•A per student. Includes: heat and hot water,
I washer/dryer, water view, private courtyards•
and parking.
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THETA CHI
Turn your Friday the 13th into
a good luck day, come to the
THETA CHI Open House Rush
The brothers and little sisters of
THETA CHI invite all freshmen
and sophomores, male and female,
to an open house on Friday, Sept. 13
from $- to-7 p.m.
Also on Saturday the 14th, visit us
after the game for a barbecue.
THETA CHI is located on College Ave.
across from the-Alfond Arena.
Hope -to see you there!
If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.
And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate
c 1985 AT&T CommunKations
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on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone:
•••••••
The right 
choice.AT&T
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